The Mandiri Securitas advertisement film is an advertisement that aims to communicate audio-visual messages to the public with visual communication strategy of empu keris (keris maker) as a creative approach. The theme as the basic idea of the creation of the Mandiri Securitas advertisement film is trying to describe the efforts of keris maker to produce the keris blades. The idea was created with metaphorical rhetoric to represent the image of Mandiri Securitas in serving its customers. The purpose of this study was to find out critically about the metaphorical rhetoric of two domains by looking at the role of each element forming the Mandiri Securitas advertising film. This study uses a qualitative descriptive deconstruction approach with the Minus One appropriation technique through the dismantling of the banking domain and the keris domain, to see the position of the metaphorical film rhetoric on the Mandiri Securitas ad. Advertising films contain the forming elements such as visual, audio, "animated" and "voice over" effects that support the formation of ad metaphors. The results of this study indicate that the position of the visual rhetoric of the keris domain is able to convey the message of the product desired by Mandiri Securitas, but if "animated text" and "voice over" are omitted, then a rhetorical relationship does not appear to both.

